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About This Game

In Ghost Croquet one player controls the hero and tries to beat the level. Meanwhile, the other players take control of the
monsters and possess the traps, trying to stop him. As the hero dies, his most successful adversary takes his role - trying to get to

the end of the level.

Features:

Local (split-screen) and online multiplayer.

Exploding drones and lasers, with some screenshake.

You can pretend you're just a dumb AI, then perform a surprising attack!

Hero upgrades - ranging from a dazzlingly stylish top hat to the iconic double jump.

Level editor integrated with Steam Workshop.
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My GPU burn when i start this game. Vsyc not working in thins game..... The game looks like it has a lot of potential if
executed correctly. How it will turn out, we don't know just yet. I'm really curious how it will turn out.
As for the lack of content, I think that's fine. Sure, the bowling part can become tedious after some a few rounds and other than
that, there's no ocntent what so ever but in the end, it is never early enough to test your game.
Looking forward to the developement this project will go through.. So usually, i don't write reviews but considering this is one
of the best VNs i've played and it doesn't look like it got that much attention, i really felt the need to.

First of all, this first episode (which i hope there will be more of) of Grand Kokoro has the perfect length. The story is paced
really well and the 5 hours passed very quick. This game doesn't have many choices and none of them are affecting the
progression - which is great because i really grew tired of these VNs making you brute force all possible paths for tens of hours
to finally get the "real" ending.

That being said, i completed this episode in one session because the story was really engaging. Grand Kokro tells a story about
friendship, love and trust, along with metal illness and the "bigger plot" going on. It's a mix of great, wholesome and sometimes
funny moments, as well as the dark ones which - not only once - managed to make me shed way too many tears.

Some characters are a bit on the stereotype-y side but never to the point where it gets annoying and luckily these traits mostly
are getting dropped as the story progresses. Most characters are really well written, the dialouges feel like actual people talking
and their motivations are understandable. The protagonist - Elijah Grand - was very relatable to me on a personal level and i was
always feeling what he felt (hence the tears).

The VN-framework Seram Studios have used has a lot of flaws - for instance you cannot enable fullscreen, if you resize the
window, the texts and controls are buggy. This was only a minor inconvenience for me, because i played it via Steam Link
(which basically scales the window's content to the tv's resolution). Otherwise you would have to find a way to scale the VN to
fullscreen without affecting the actual window's size - i wouldnt know which software you could achieve that with.

Given the price and the length, there are few reasons to not play\/read Grand Kokoro, if you are remotely into (BL) visual
novels
One of the perfectly valid reasons to not read it is that the VN is everything but light-heared and some its themes may trigger
you - please read the developer's description if you have known triggers.
I absolutely loved Grand Kokro (Ep. 1) and all that's left for me now is waiting and hoping for the second episode.. Pacific war
action sim .
Had it a while on hard copy ... played for hours .
Good game .. Easy to pick up and enjoyable when I don't feel like playing any other VR game. It feels like the mobile game
Clash Royale but with a nice use of VR added to it. You can walk around your board and spin it to focus on different points. For
10 bucks I say this is very worth the buy.. Full Spectrum Warrior is a great game, though it is old, and it clearly shows. I
remember playing this game on the origianl Xbox, and I enjoyed it so much that I remember that I ended up writing a report on
it, as well as doing some research on it as well. Originally an Army idea to train soldiers, the game gave also saw the rise of
another training aid that replaced the game, and created a bit of a controversy.

The game uses the typical Army scenario of a conflict in a made up country, using information from real world areas to make
up things like demographics. You end up taking command of a squad, composed of two fireteams that mirror eachother in
layout but have some different characters that attempt to give you a connection to the men; sort of giving them life. Going
through various missions, you will occasionally pick up a Charlie team to help complete objectives, and utilize the sitrep system
to save your progress.

The game can be tough, as it requires you to be a mix of cautious but aggressive. You need to use both teams to effectively
move around the mission area, and to obviously complete your objective; this idea will get hammered into your brain fairly
often and early on. Teammembers can get wounded, though I do believe the limit is one per team, and anymore then that will
cause the mission to fail. If a teammember is wounded you only have so long to get to them before they bleed out, at that point
one of your other soldiers must firemen carry, and you need to drop him back off at a CASEVAC\/Resupply point; this
eliminates another soldier from being combat effective. Though once you pick him up you can take your sweet time.
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The game is not an FPS, not a TPS, if you haven't guessed already. Instead it is a real time squad tactics game, with some
somewhat lackluster camera angles. However its a good buy that will keep you busy for several hours to say the least, and it has
sequal out that adds some cool new features as well; like buddyteams. A fun game, and perhaps it connects more to me since I
played it when it came out, and it harks back to those military days. Embrace the suck without actually embracing the suck..
This is a decent horror game. It is a "pure" indie game and a different standard is needed to judge it, so don't expect Triple-A
quality. In short, it's good enough to recommend to someone who will understand that it is a "pure" horror indie game at heart
probably made by one person. It actually reminds me of the first Silent Hill game.

The Good
- Interesting story
- Appropriate lighting, especially the flashlight effect
- Decent graphics (for an indie game)

The Bad
- English voicework is... not god
- Too short for the price tag
- 5 levels, but only 2 maps
- Missions are bland
- Lacks variability in design
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This is a wonderful game.

Pros:
- The gameplay of building defenses for your flying boat is unique
- The guns are all creative and individual in how they handle
- It has a fun style to it

Cons:
- Currently the game in multiplayer only.... and playerbase is basically dead
- A few weapons are game-breakingly accurate, which makes the multiplayer against experienced players a curbstomp

Maybe pros:
- the devs have promised a Single-player mode in "6-8 weeks" for the better part of a year. Single-player might show up one
day.... but I wouldn't hold my breath.. Awwww! This game looks so adorable! This is gonna be so much fun. :D
3.8 hours later..
Aaaaaaah! I thought this was a kids game!
Ruined Childhood/10. I spend a lot of hours of fun to beat this game in my childhood...
20 years later, I still can't beat the game... can you calculate how many hours of fun I have? ; ). Great fun! If you think you'd
enjoy flying a fighter jet straight into the action without having to read a 1000 page manual first, you will probably enjoy this!
Easy to get into, but there's also lots of tactical depth when you start learning it. Nice variety of planes to choose from, and they
all seem to be useful in their own unique way. Whether you prefer dogfighting other planes in an F-15 or gunning down tanks
with the A-10's "brrrt" gun, chances are you'll still have a good time doing it.. I recommend this game if, like me:
- You like short, simple indie games
- You like puzzle games
- You live in 2007
- You aren't looking for a lot of story
- You aren't achievement hunting

You'll get about 5-6 hours of real gameplay out of this game, and for $1/hr, I think the price is fair. This is the kind of game I'd
rather pick up in a bundle, rather than a sale. There's probably replay value, because it's unlikely one would be able to memorize
all the solutions, but it's not a game I think I'll find myself revisiting.

This is a game that'd be fun in 2007 on a Flash game site. While it's still a cute puzzle game, it definitely shows its age, with very
cheesy 3d effects (the 2D stuff is fine). It's a little rough, but the glitches are not gamebreaking. Linking each level, and each
act, are a set of Flash-style animations, telling a set of overarching and interconnected stories as a series of vignettes. There is
"narration" of sorts in the form of the pop up boxes that appear at the start of each level, but there isn't voice acting, or real
character dialogue. There's only one? named character.

The game premise is simple. There's a series of types of tile, each with the name of an archetype: nerd, girl, robot, etc. Every
tile has various other tiles or situations it likes, or that it dislikes. For instance, nerds like sitting near girls, like sitting on edges,
dislike sitting near other nerds. You have to place characters on a grid to fulfill some condition: hitting a certain number of
points (positive or negative), putting out fires with cow's milk, making crystals glow, etc.

I think there are around 100? levels in the main game. The 7 extras you can unlock include 5 "hard" levels, where you are trying
to configure people in a way to maximize happiness and are given a public rank (you can't see the leaderboard, you're just told
you are rank, say, 127)(this means it's impossible to tell what score you need to try to beat), a "jukebox" where you can listen to
music from the game, as well as "Nerd Drop", which is basically peggle with a minute amount of player control.

The game has three acts, each broken up into about 10 sublevels, with each sublevel containing anywhere from a few to maybe
eight? puzzles that have a special kind of conceit. Difficulty scales through an act, and between acts (so level 1.1 is easier than
level 1.10, and act 2 is harder than act 1, etc.). You're run through a lot of tutorial puzzles for learning each new concept,
however, the post-tutorial puzzles do tend to be medium to hard, so it balances out just fine.

The strongest levels are ones that have to do with tile utilization, standard levels with tasks like "make sure the board is neutral"
(balance of unhappy and happy characters, with neutral characters not needing balancing).
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The weakest levels are the physics based levels, where character tiles just meander around the screen and you have to grab them
and put them down on a grid. The firefly level was especially weak and broken because it was too easy. In the firefly level, you
place tiles to make other tiles bounce off of them and hit targets. However, if you place a tile as another tile approaches,
sometimes, it'll make the tile go somewhere random, including the targets, or it'll hit other tiles. There were a few times where I
was given three tiles to beat a firefly level, and I could beat it one, due to the physics engine.

The physics games were really not trackpad friendly and were more of a test of skill with a mouse than a puzzle, so I can't
recommend those.

I think there was a set of puzzles with a time limit (the conceit of various levels isn't always clear) and that was also annoying,
because the puzzle is the same each time it's played, so a time limit just means the player is going to have to place the tiles
faster, even if they solved the puzzles a few tries ago. Very annoying.

Various special tiles do not appear in other levels, so the cast of characters/tiles to keep track of isn't huge. I think too many
games in this genre end up with dozens of tile types available at the end, which can be confusing and annoying to keep track of.

The weakest element of the game are the levels where the tiles must be placed in a certain order. The order is the same each
time, but having some sort of queue that shows what tiles will be placed in the order would make planning the placement easier.

There are some graphical issues on Mac. More than a few times, the screen flickered, and a swath of just one color appeared. I
don't think this'll be updated, given the dev's statements about being done with the game in the game's discussion forum, but
maybe it'll get fixed one day.

If you're interested in puzzle games and finishing all achievements, note there's a very long game that's essentially slow motion
peggle that you'll need to play to get 100% achievements. The game "Nerd Drop" features a character icon falling through
space. You can, in theory, move the character left and right, but it doesn't do much and it's not like the player can see much of
the play space, so it ends up being super boring. The game Nerd Drop can also play itself, so you can leave it open for a few
hours to finish the achievment on its own. It definitely seems like a weird time wasting achivement.

I saw the dev had a defense about the achievement, given that their other game (Elegy for a Dead World, which I also played,
has a "really hard" set of achievements nobody's done, however, the statement is disingenous. Namely, in "Elegy", users can
essentially write stories set in various video game worlds based on Romantic poets. The achievements are linked to getting 1000
commendations, essentially "likes", on a story, with one achievement for each world. The reason the achievement rates are so
low is more due to lack of playership and lack of people utilizing the story feature, rather than anything to do with merit. This
isn't to say the achievements are bad, broken, should be easier, etc., but, I don't see how it's related to an achievement that, even
with player interaction, takes hours of playing a repetitive game to complete.

I've had the minigame on in the background for OVER 7 hours, and still haven't hit the achievement. I'm maybe at the halfway
point (the number of points needed to go up a level increases, so it takes more points to go from level 49 to 50 than it does to go
from level 4 to 5, etc.)(so I don't actually know how close I am to the achievement, I'm at level 35).

Nerd Drop is an exceedingly weak "mini game" with minimal player control, closer to a demo reel game than anything, and the
dev literally advises leaving the game on for "a few hours" to get the achievement. It takes longer than "a few hours", and using
the controls honestly doesn't help much. You cannot run the game in the background and let it hit the achievement that way,
because the game won't run unless the window is in focus. The game's pegs don't load as they should: often times, if my nerd
bounced too far left or right, pegs would be absent for way longer than normal (nerd would just drop through empty space until
pegs showed up again), and when the nerd did bounce upwards, pegs would appear. Because of this loading issue, the game is
way slower than it should be.

There's lots of games with "difficult" achievements or "weird" time based achievements, e.g. "open this game on Christmas" or
"don't open this game for two years", and while I really dislike those achievements, I'm not going to give the game a negative
rating over a single achievement unless the achievement is broken or the game client has an issue.. The best 3 dollars and minute
to download both games ive ever used.
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